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1 Power/Reset Button
• Push to turn on/o�.
• Hold 5 seconds to turn o�.
• Push to reset to “0”.
• Automatically turns o� after 5 min.
• Buttons replicated on remote display.

2 LCD Display
• Displays sag in millimeters.
• Backlit for poor lighting conditions.
• Low Battery Indicator.

3 Backlight Button
• Push to turn backlight on/o�.
• Buttons replicated on remote display.

4 Remote Display Connector
• Standard 1/8” stereo connector.

5 Universal Clamp
• Clamps to fenders and plates.
• Hook connects at any angle.
• Secures to rear for easy storage.

6 Universal Clamp Holder
• Secures Clamp to rear of unit.

7 Slacker Cable/Hook
• 32” retractable Slacker Cable.

8 Magnetic Axle Mount
• Works on front and rear axles.
• Sticks to your toolbox for storage.

OVERVIEW

F O R K S

Strap the fork/seat post adapter high on
the fork leg that you will place Slacker on
and anfle it out and slightly forward so the
retractable cable will be roughly parallel

to the fork tube when Slacker is mounted.

Place your hex axle adapter on the Slacker
universal magnet and insert it into the hex key

into the front axle. 

Draw Slacker cable out, hook it to the
fork/seat post adapter, and turn it on using

the power button on the left side of the
display. The retractable cable should
roughly line up with the fork tube and

Slacker should be angled with the cable.  

Power on Slacker using the power button
to the left of the LCD display. Next, lift the
bike to make sure it still reads “0”. If not,
just press the power biutton when you lift

it to zero the unit out. You are now ready to
take measurements in real-time.

Strap the remote display on the handle
bars and connect it to the main unit using
the included 1/8” stereo cable. Bundle the
extra slack in the velcro on the remote to
keep from getting snagged by your foot

or caught in the tire or chain.

S H O C K

Place your hex axle adapter on the Slacker
magnet and insert it into the allen

key in the axle. Draw out the retractable
cable and hook it to the fork/seat post

adapter. Make sure Slacker is angled along
with the cable angle.

Slacker always starts at “0” with the suspension unloaded and
measures from that point. If the display does not read “0” with 

the suspension unloaded, just lift the bike and press the
power button to reset it to zero.

Power on Slacker using the power button
to the left of the LCD display. Next, lift the
bike to make sure it still reads “0”. If not,
just press the power biutton when you lift

it to zero the unit out. You are now ready to
take measurements in real-time.

 

Important Tips- Mountain Bikes
• Make sure you do the initial travel measurement or baseline
  setup to get your recommended ranges for the shock.
• Always measure rear with seat post at the max height you
  ride with it set.
• Strap fork/seat tube adapter at the base of the seat on the post,
   angle it out about 45 degrees and pull the cinch strap tight.
• Always angle Slacker with the retractable cable.
• Always place the fork/seat tube adapter in the same place for
  the most accurate results.
• Always stand in the same position in full riding gear.
• Do not bump or jar the unit when mounting the bike.
• Tuck the extra slack of the remote cable in the velcro strap
   on the remote display to keep it from getting snagged by
   your foot, tires or sprockets.
• Avoid hitting remote cable when mounting the bike.

Recommended Sag Settings 
 

Rear Sag Setting                Rider Sag (mm)   
Trail/XC         20-33%  
Downhill           20-40%           

 
Fork Sag Settings              Rider Sag (mm)     
Trail/XC          
Downhill          

 
 (These numbers are approximate and will vary for different bikes.) 

20-25%
20-25%

Example- 100mm Travel for XC= 20-33mm 

Example- 100mm Travel for XC= 20-25mm 

Always take measurements on level ground in full riding
gear with water and any other items you will take with you.

Requires thru axles with hex key for our MTB axle inserts. 
M T N  B I K E S

The first time you setup a bike you need to measure
the rear axle travel. This only needs to be done once
on the shock to get the total travel of the axle based 
off the angle Slacker is mounted. 
Here are two options-

The first method is for beginners or riders with more
basic handling demands. The second method is the
most precise and will directly reflect the percentage of 
travel at the shock. 

Basic- (Baseline taken from existing setup)
1) Set your sag using your normal method.
2)  Mount Slacker on the bike as shown  below and
make sure it reads “0” with the rear shock topped out.
3) Jump on the bike and bounce it to settle the
suspension. Slacker will show you your baseline setting
in real-time and you can play with settings based off of
this foundation moving forward.

Advanced- (Recommended- most precise)
1)  Mount Slacker on the bike as shown below and
make sure it reads “0” with the rear shock topped out.
2) Get on the bike and take an initial measurement so
you can easily set it back where you started.
3) Bottom out the rear end to measure the total travel-

  -Air Shock- Let the air out of the shock and compress
  the rear end fully and note measurement.

  -Standard Spring- Remove all of the preload on the
  spring and compress the rear end to bottom the shock
  out and note the measurement.
*If you cannot easily bottom the rear by sitting on the
bike you may have to pull the spring and install just the
shock body to take this initial measurement.

Slacker will show you the total travel based on your
setup and the position of the tool.

4) Calculate the percentage of travel based on the total
travel and you now have a way to directly measure the
percentage of travel being used in real-time.

Example- 100mm of total travel with a target range of
25%-33% sag would give you this range to work with-
25-33mm (100mm x .25= 25mm / 100mm x .33= 33mm)

*We will be adding an automatic setting calculator, based
on this initial measurement, to the Service Assistant app
by early 2020. 

Refer to your owner’s manual for model specific
recommendations. These are rough guidelines only.




